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TIM as a creative enterprise has a mammoth task of churning 
out authentic content, whether it is film, music, illustration 
or design. We work in intense harmony with each other. 
Being forced to go beyond trivial mindsets and instincts, 
each of us is initiating our own journey of transformation. 
The result is a powerfully bound creative unit which 
immerses itself into every task undertaken. 

Oneness and unity are words that are so overused that they 
have started to sound clichéd. During the drought in the 
African Serengeti, creatures of the wild exhibit an 
extraordinary phenomenon of unity. During this period, all 
animals of the jungle – carnivorous or herbivorous, bird or 
reptile, gigantic or miniscule, go beyond their primal 
instincts to combat the harsh conditions of the drought. It is 
this solidarity that we at TIM want to inculcate in order to 
form a tightly knit creative work force. At TIM – Thought 
is Made!



THE TEAM

Artists, Filmmakers, Musicians, Animators, Designers, 
Writers, Businessmen! As diverse as the TIM team is, 
there still is a powerful tie that binds and that is our 
need to go beyond boundaries of accepted notions and 
ideas. Even the smallest thoughts and concepts are 
entertained and encouraged. This non-judgmental 
work environment brings out the creative essence in 
each of us. As a collective entity, the team has working 
experience of around ten years. 



SERVICES

TIM - FILMS 
Sitting through a film is like journeying through a palette of varied emotions. You 

tend to identify with the characters in the film. The virtual feelings of love, 
beauty, joy, vengeance, anger, grief, etc. are all felt when you walk the course of 
the virtual masterpiece that is a film. At TIM, human relations and entertainment 
is what drives us. We try to portray relationships, abstract concepts and ideas in 
the most impactful and artistic way possible. 

Types of Film
 TV Commercials
 Documentaries
 Corporate Films and Presentations
 Short Films – Live Action
 Short Films – Animated



TIM - Design
Look, feel, texture, form, ambience, mood! Design plays with the 

viewer’s senses and brings out a vibe depending on what one is 
trying to convey. 

Design Sectors at TIM 
 Graphic Design
 Product Design
 Print Media 
 Ads 
 Spaces



TIM - Audio
Music when played at the right volume, pitch and tone can generate 

states of mind that help you relax and go beyond. At TIM music 
plays an important role in setting an ambience to induce fine 
tuned creative processes. 

Sound  at TIM 
 Sound Design
 Recording
 Mastering and Mixing
 Foley
 Jingles 
 Background Scores 
 Music Production



TIM – Brand Sculpting
A brand’s value is measured by the experience it brings out in an 

audience that interacts with it. The graphic associated with a 
brand helps one associate with it instantly! Brand Sculpting is 
all about color therapy; matching the right patterns, forms and 
colors in such a way that we do justice to the product or enterprise 
under consideration. 

Brand Sculpting Facets 
 Logo Design
 Brand Packaging 
 Corporate Identity Design
 Content Development



TIM – Web Solutions
Websites give an insight into a person, company or service. It is the 

easiest access to understanding your business. Websites must be 
chic and aesthetic while conveying the entire message with deep 
impact. 

Web Services at TIM
 Designing
 Hosting
 Maintenance
 Developing 
 Content Writing



TIM – Center of Excellence

Excellence is the state of having surpassed barriers to 
experience ones fullest potential. A conventional 
education system is constraining in an intellectual 
and developmental sense of the term. Mentorship is 
second nature to us. We are creating a platform 
wherein students with a creative bent of mind can 
germinate seeds of progressive and artistic thought. 
Our intent is not to teach, but to bring out the inherent 
essence of an individual. Our intent is to transform! 
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